Spectral and dynamical properties in classes of sparse networks with mesoscopic inhomogeneities.
We study structure, eigenvalue spectra, and random-walk dynamics in a wide class of networks with subgraphs (modules) at mesoscopic scale. The networks are grown within the model with three parameters controlling the number of modules, their internal structure as scale-free and correlated subgraphs, and the topology of connecting network. Within the exhaustive spectral analysis for both the adjacency matrix and the normalized Laplacian matrix we identify the spectral properties, which characterize the mesoscopic structure of sparse cyclic graphs and trees. The minimally connected nodes, the clustering, and the average connectivity affect the central part of the spectrum. The number of distinct modules leads to an extra peak at the lower part of the Laplacian spectrum in cyclic graphs. Such a peak does not occur in the case of topologically distinct tree subgraphs connected on a tree whereas the associated eigenvectors remain localized on the subgraphs both in trees and cyclic graphs. We also find a characteristic pattern of periodic localization along the chains on the tree for the eigenvector components associated with the largest eigenvalue lambda(L)=2 of the Laplacian. Further differences between the cyclic modular graphs and trees are found by the statistics of random walks return times and hitting patterns at nodes on these graphs. The distribution of first-return times averaged over all nodes exhibits a stretched exponential tail with the exponent sigma approximately 1/3 for trees and sigma approximately 2/3 for cyclic graphs, which is independent of their mesoscopic and global structure.